, with constant magnetic field and electric potential V which typically decays at infinity exponentially fast or has a compact support. We investigate the asymptotic behaviour of the discrete spectrum of H(V ) near the boundary points of its essential spectrum. If the decay of V is Gaussian or faster, this behaviour is non-classical in the sense that it is not described by the quasiclassical formulas known for the case where V admits a power-like decay.
Introduction
In the two-dimensional case we identify the magnetic field with = b, while in the three-dimensional case we identify it with curl A = (0, 0, b). Moreover, if d = 2, we write x = (x, y) ∈ R 2 , and if d = 3, we write x = (X ⊥ , z) with X ⊥ = (x, y) ∈ R 2 and z ∈ R. Thus, in the latter case, z is the variable along the magnetic field, while X ⊥ are the variables on the plane perpendicular to it. Introducing the sequence of Landau levels E q := (2q + 1)b, q ∈ Z + := {0, 1, . . .}, we recall [7, 3] Here σ(H(0)) denotes the spectrum of the operator H(0), and σ ess (H(0)) denotes its essential spectrum. Let V : R d → R be a measurable, non-negative function which decays at infinity in a suitable sense, so that the operator V 1/2 H(0) −1/2 is compact. By Weyl's theorem, σ ess (H(0)) = σ ess (H(±V )) where H(±V ) := H(0)±V , and ±V is the electric potential of constant (positive or negative) sign.
The aim of the article is to investigate the behaviour of the discrete spectrum of the operator H(±V ) near the boundary points of its essential spectrum. This behaviour has been extensively studied in the literature in case where V admits power-like or slower decay at infinity (see [19, 21, 16, 17] or [12, Chapters 11 and 12] ) and also in the special case where d = 3 and V is axially symmetric with respect to the magnetic field (see [3, 20] ). The novelty in the present paper is that we consider V 's which decay exponentially fast or have compact support and which at most asymptotically obey a certain symmetry. If d = 3, this type of decay of V is supposed to take place in the directions perpendicular to the magnetic field while the decay in the z-direction could be much more general (see Theorems 2.3-2.4 below). If the decay of V in the (x, y)-directions is Gaussian or super-Gaussian, we show that the discrete-spectrum behaviour of H(±V ) is not described by quasi-classical formulas known for the case of power-like decay.
The results of the present paper have been announced in [18] . After the initial submission of the paper, we became aware of the preprint [15] . It deals with the eigenvalue asymptotics for the Schrödinger and Dirac operators with full-rank magnetic fields, and compactly supported electric potentials of fixed sign. In particular, [15] extends our Theorem 2.2 to the case of full-rank magnetic fields in arbitrary even dimension. The methods of proof applied in [15] are variational ones similar to those used in the present paper. This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we formulate our main results. Section 3 is devoted to the analysis of the eigenvalue asymptotics for compact operators of Toeplitz type. Section 4 contains the proofs of the results concerning the twodimensional case. Finally, the proofs of the results for the three-dimensional case can be found in Section 5.
Formulation of Main Results

Basic notation
In order to formulate our main results we need the following notations. Let T be a linear self-adjoint operator. Denote by P I (T ) the spectral projection of T corresponding to the
If T is compact, we will also use the notations
By . we denote the usual operator norm, and by . HS the Hilbert-Schmidt norm.
Main results for two dimensions
This subsection contains our main results related to the two-dimensional case.
Theorem 2.1. Let V be bounded and non-negative on R 2 . Assume that there exist two constants 0 < µ < ∞ and 0 < β < ∞ such that
Moreover, fix a Landau level E q , q ∈ Z + , and an energy E ′ ∈ (E q , E q+1 ).
(i) If 0 < β < 1, then we have
(ii) If β = 1, then we have
The proof of Theorem 2.1 can be found in Subsection 4.2. It is evident from this proof that Theorem 2.1 (iii) admits the following generalization as the asymptotic coefficient in (2.5) is independent of µ. Corollary 2.1. Let V be bounded and non-negative on R 2 . Assume that there exist 0 < µ 1 < µ 2 < ∞ and 1 < β < ∞ such that
Then (2.5) remains valid.
The last theorem of this subsection concerns the case where V has a compact support. 
It is well-known that this inclusion implies that the operator V 1/2 (−∆ + 1)
is compact. Hence, it follows from the diamagnetic inequality (see e.g. [3] ) that the operator V 1/2 H(0) −1/2 is compact as well.
For further references, we introduce some additional notation which allows us to unify (2.3)-(2.6) into a single formula. For κ ∈ (e, ∞) define the increasing functions a
Then asymptotic relations (2.3)-(2.6) can be re-written as
Remark 2.2. Whenever we refer to functions (2.7) with 1 < β ≤ ∞, we will write
µ (κ) because in this case they are independent of µ.
Let us discuss the results of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2.
1. Asymptotic relation (2.8) describes the behaviour of the infinite sequence of discrete eigenvalues of the operator H(V ) accumulating to the Landau level E q , q ∈ Z + , from the right. Analogous results hold if we consider the eigenvalues of H(−V ) accumulating to E q from the left. Namely, (2.8) remains valid if we
2. Introduce the quasi-classical quantity
where | · | denotes the Lebesgue measure. If V ≥ 0 satisfies the asymptotics
2/α ds, and it has been shown that
assuming some regularity of N cl (E) as E ↓ 0 (see [16, Theorem 2.6] , [12, Chapter 11] ). On the other hand, if V satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 2.1, then
and if V satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 2.2, then
Comparing (2.8) and (2.9), we see that they are different if and only if 1 ≤ β ≤ ∞. In case β = 1 the asymptotic orders of (2.8) and (2.9) coincide but their coefficients differ although they have the same main asymptotic term in the strong magnetic field regime b → ∞. In brief, asymptotic relation (2.8) is quasi-classical for potentials V whose decay is slower than Gaussian (0 < β < 1), and it is nonclassical for potentials whose decay is faster than Gaussian (1 < β ≤ ∞), while the Gaussian decay (β = 1) of V is the border-line case.
A similar transition from quasi-classical to non-classical behaviour as a function of the decay of the single-site potential with Gaussian decay as the border-line case has been detected in [10] . There the leading low-energy fall-off of the integrated density of states of a charged quantum particle in R 2 subject to a perpendicular constant magnetic field and repulsive impurities randomly distributed according to Poisson's law has been considered.
3. The assumptions of Theorems 2.1-2.2 that V be bounded and non-negative are not quite essential. For example, both theorems remain valid if we consider potentials |x| −α V (x) where 0 < α < 2, and V satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1 or Theorem 2.2. Similarly, Theorem 2.1 holds also in the case where V is allowed to change sign on a compact subset of R 2 .
4. Let π(λ) be the number of primes less than λ > 0. It is well-known that
(see e.g. [9, Section 1.8, Theorem 6]). Hence, (2.6) can be re-written as
Main results for three dimensions
In this subsection we formulate our main results concerning the case d = 3. In this case we will analyze the behaviour of N(E 0 − E; H(−V )) as E ↓ 0. In order to define properly the operator H(−V ) we need the following lemma.
The proof of the lemma is elementary. Nevertheless, for the reader's convenience we include it in Subsection 5.2.
Denote by H(−V ) the self-adjoint operator generated in L 2 (R 3 ) by the quadratic form
which is closed and lower bounded in
Theorem 2.3. Let 0 < µ < ∞ and 0 < β < ∞. Assume that there exist a constant
Moreover, suppose that for every δ > 0 there exist a constant r δ > 0 and two non-
for all |X ⊥ | ≥ r δ and all z ∈ R. Then we have
The proof of Theorem 2.3 can be found in Subsection 5.4.
Our last theorem treats the case where the projection of the support of V onto the plane perpendicular to the magnetic field is compact. Denote by χ r,
we will write χ r instead of χ r,0 .
Theorem 2.4. Assume that there exist four constants r
, and two nonnegative functions v ± ∈ L 1 (R; (1 + |z|)dz), which do not vanish identically, such that V obeys the estimates
Then we have
The proof of Theorem 2.4 is contained in Subsection 5.5.
Let us discuss briefly the above results.
1. In particular, Theorem 2.3 covers bounded negative potentials −V which decay at infinity exponentially fast, i.e.
with some 0 < β < ∞ and 0 < µ < ∞.
Assume that
Under some supplementary regularity assumptions concerning the behaviour of [12, Chapter 12] ). Theorem 2.3 shows that (2.13) remains valid if the decay of V is slower than Gaussian in the sense that (2.12) holds with 0 < β < 1. On the other hand, if this decay is Gaussian or faster in the sense that (2.12) holds with β = 1 or 1 < β ≤ ∞, the asymptotics of N E 0 − E; H(−V ) as E ↓ 0 differs from (2.13).
Spectra of Auxiliary Operators of Toeplitz Type
Landau Hamiltonian and angular-momentum eigenstates
Let d = 2. In this case, by (1.1) the spectrum of H(0) consists of the eigenvalues E q , q ∈ Z + , which are of infinite multiplicity. Denote by P q , q ∈ Z + , the spectral projection of H(0) corresponding to the eigenvalue E q . Our next goal is to introduce convenient orthonormal bases of the subspaces
where := 1, for all α ∈ R. It is well-known that the functions ϕ q,k , k ∈ Z + − q, constitute an orthonormal basis in the qth Landau-level eigenspace P q L 2 (R 2 ), q ∈ Z + (see e.g. [7, 11] ). In fact, ϕ q,k is also an eigenfunction of the angular-momentum operator −i (x ∂/∂y − y ∂/∂x) with eigenvalue k.
For further references we establish some useful properties of the Laguerre polynomials L (α) q . We first recall [1, Sec. 22.2.12] their orthogonality relation
valid for all q, q ′ ∈ Z + and α > −1. Here we have introduced Kronecker's delta δ q,q ′ and Euler's gamma function Γ(s) :
holds for all ξ ≥ 0 and all k ≥ 1 − q. Moreover, one has the uniform convergence
for all 0 ≤ ξ ≤ 1.
Remark 3.1. An immediate consequence of (3.5) is the following lower bound on the pre-limit expression
which is valid for all 0 ≤ ξ ≤ ξ 0 < 1 and sufficiently large k.
Proof of Lemma 3.1. The rough upper bound (3.4) is taken from [11, Eq. (42) ]. For a proof of (3.5) we use (3.2) to obtain
Asymptotic relation [1, Eq. 6.1.46] entails
The r.h.s. of (3.7) thus converges (uniformly on
(see e.g. [11] ). Note that we have
Compact operators of Toeplitz type
In this subsection we investigate the eigenvalue asymptotics of auxiliary compact operators of Toeplitz type P q F P q where q ∈ Z + and F is the multiplier by a real-valued function. The results obtained here will be essentially employed in the proofs of Theorems 2.1-2.4. First of all, note that P q F P q = e 2(2q+1)bt P q e −tH(0) F e −tH(0) P q , t > 0, q ∈ Z + . Hence, the diamagnetic inequality implies that P q F P q is compact if the operator |F | 
Proof. It suffices to take into account (3.1) and the radial symmetry of F .
Remark 3.2.
Evidently, Lemma 3.3 is valid under more general assumptions. In particular, the boundedness condition is unnecessarily restrictive. However, we state the lemma in a simple form which is sufficient for our purposes.
Two examples of explicit eigenvalue asymptotics
µ (x) := exp −µ|x| 2β where 0 < µ < ∞ and 0 < β < ∞.
According to Lemma 3.3 the eigenvalues of P q G (β)
Moreover, it is straightforward to verify that
(3.14)
The next proposition treats the asymptotics of γ
q,k (µ), q ∈ Z + , as k → ∞. For q = 0 and 0 < β ≤ 1/2 closely related asymptotic evaluations can be found in [20, Appendix] . 
Proof. From (3.12) and Lemma 3.3 it follows that γ
where we have introduced the notation
Thanks to asymptotic relation (3.8) it remains to study the asymptotic behaviour of J (β)
for large values of its first argument. For this purpose we distinguish three cases.
Case 0 < β < 1. The claim follows from (3.8) and (3.13) with 0 < β < 1, together with the asymptotic relation
valid for λ > 0 in this case. For a proof of (3.17) we construct asymptotically coinciding lower and upper bounds. To obtain a lower bound we suppose k > −1. The orthogonality relation (3.
2 q!/(k + q)! dξ induces a probability measure on [0, ∞] such that Jensen's inequality [14] yields
We may now employ the combinatorial identity L 
Here we have again used the orthogonality relation (3.3) in the last step. Using (3.8) this entails lim inf k→∞ k −β ln J (β) k, λ) ≥ −λ. For the upper bound we suppose k + q > 2 and choose Ξ k as the (unique) maximum of the integrand in the r.h.s. of the estimate
which was obtained by using (3.4). More precisely, we define Ξ k as the (unique) solution of the equation λβ Ξ
Splitting the integration in (3.20) into two parts with domain of integration restricted to [0, Ξ k ) and [Ξ k , ∞), the two parts are estimated separately as follows. Using monotonicity of the integrand on [0, Ξ k ) we obtain the bound
on the first part. For the last inequality we have used the fact that ln ξ ≤ ξ − 1 for all ξ > 0. The second part is bounded according to
The sandwiching bounds 1 − λβk 
and the fact that lim k→∞ (1 + 2/k) k = e 2 , we obtain lim sup k→∞ k −β ln J (β) k, λ) ≤ −λ. This concludes the proof of (3.17).
Case β = 1. An explicit calculation yields
Using (3.8) and proceeding similarly as in the second part of the proof of Lemma 3.1 one shows that the r.h.s. is asymptotically equal to
which in turn implies that lim k→∞ k −1 ln J (β) (k, λ) = − ln(1 + λ).
Case 1 < β < ∞. The claim follows from (3.8) and (3.14) together with the asymptotic relation
valid for λ > 0 in this case. For a proof of (3.26) we construct asymptotically coinciding lower and upper bounds. The lower bound reads
Here the last inequality follows from (3.6) with ξ 0 = 1/2, and is valid for sufficiently large k only. Using Stirling's asymptotic formula (3.23) in (3.27), we obtain lim inf k→∞ k ln k
. For the upper bound we suppose k +q > 2 and use (3.4) in order to estimate the integrand in (3.20) from above. Thus we obtain
Stirling's formula (3.23) finally yields lim sup k→∞ k ln k
The last topic in this section is the derivation of an asymptotic property of the eigenvalues
of the operator P q χ r P q (see Lemma 3.3). .15), (3.13) , and (3.14) with β < ∞, that
for all 0 < µ < ∞ and 0 < β < ∞.
Proof of Proposition 3.2. From Lemma 3.3 it follows that
In its turn, the integral in (3.32) is estimated as follows
Here the last inequality again is implied by (3.6), and is valid for sufficiently large k. Moreover, we may use (3.4) to estimate
(3.34) for all k + q ≥ 2. The claim again follows with the help of Stirling's formula (3.23).
Proof of the Main Results for Two Dimensions
Reduction to a single Landau-level eigenspace
In this subsection we establish asymptotic estimates of N E q + E, E ′ ; H(V ) as E ↓ 0, which play a crucial role in the proof of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2. For this purpose, we recall in the following lemma a suitable version of the well-known Weyl inequalities for the eigenvalues of self-adjoint compact operators. 
the counting functions n ± being defined in (2.1).
Assume that V satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1 or Theorem 2.2. Then for every ε ∈ (0, 1) we have
Proof. First of all, note that under the hypotheses of Theorems 2.1-2.2, V satisfies the assumptions of Lemma 3.2, so that the operator P q V P q is compact. Next, the generalized Birman-Schwinger principle (see e.g. [2, Theorem 1.3]) entails
Since the operator V 1/2 H(0) −1/2 is compact, the last two terms at the r.h.s. of (4.3), which are independent of E, are finite. Fix ε ∈ (0, 1) and set Q q := Id − P q . Applying (4.1) with
, we obtain
Next, we deal with the first terms on the r.h.s. of (4.4) and (4.5). Since the non-zero singular numbers of the compact operators P q V 1/2 and V 1/2 P q coincide, we get
Further, we estimate the second terms on the r.h.s. of (4.4) and (4.5). The operator inequality
Since the operator V 1/2 H(0) −1/2 is compact, the quantity on the r.h.s. of (4.8), which is independent of E, is finite for each ε ∈ (0, 1). Putting together (4.3)-(4.8), we obtain (4.2).
Proof of Theorem 2.1
Pick δ ∈ (0, µ). From (2.2) we conclude that there exist r δ > 0 such that G (β)
2 which satisfy |x| > r δ . Hence, we have
λ (x) = 1 for each λ ∈ (0, ∞), β ∈ (0, ∞). Let us pick ε > 0. According to Proposition 4.1 and (4.9) we have
µ±δ ∓ Mχ r δ is bounded and radially symmetric, Lemma 3.3 implies that the eigenvalues of P q G (β) µ±δ ∓ Mχ r δ P q are given by γ .12) and (3.29) ). Therefore,
Thanks to Proposition 3.1 and (3.31), there exists some
for all k ≥ K ε . Using (4.10)-(4.14), we thus conclude that lim inf
Letting ε ↓ 0 and afterwards δ ↓ 0 in (4.15) and (4.16), and taking into account that
we obtain (2.8) with β < ∞ which is equivalent to (2.3)-(2.5).
Proof of Theorem 2.2
Its hypotheses imply that there exist C ± > 0, r ± > 0, and x ± ∈ R 2 , such that
Pick ε ∈ (0, 1). Combining (4.2), (4.18) , and the minimax principle, we get
The unitary operator T x ′ commutes with H(0), and hence with the projections P q , q ∈ Z + (see e.g. [11, Eq. 11] ). Therefore,
Hence, the operators P q χ r ± ,x ± P q and P q χ r ± P q are unitarily equivalent, and we have
Taking into account (3.30), we find that (4.22) entails
Putting together (4.19), (4.20) , and (4.23), we obtain (2.5).
Proof of Main Results for Three Dimensions
Auxiliary facts about Schrödinger operators in one dimension
This subsection contains some well-known facts from the spectral theory of onedimensional Schrödinger operators. Let v ∈ L 1 (R) be real-valued and let h(v) be the self-adjoint operator generated in
It is closed and lower bounded since the operator |v| 1/2 h(0) + 1 −1/2 is Hilbert-Schmidt, and hence compact. Note that if 0 < g R |z|v(z)dz < 1, then by (5.1) the operator h(gv) has a unique, strictly negative eigenvalue denoted in the sequel by −E(gv). 
Proof of Lemma 2.1
Denote by P q :
, q ∈ Z + , the orthogonal projections corresponding to the qth Landau level. In other words,
where
, is the integral kernel of the orthogonal projection
, introduced in (3.9). Let N ≥ 1 and set T := V 1/2 H(0) −1/2 and T N := T N q=0 P q . First, we show that T N is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator. To this end we estimate
Further, taking into account (3.9)-(3.10), we find that
Therefore, T N is Hilbert-Schmidt, and hence compact. Next, we show that lim N →∞ T − T N = 0. Evidently,
Since the operator |v| 1/2 h(0
Consequently, the operator T can be approximated in norm by the sequence of compact operators T N . Hence, T is a compact operator itself.
Reduction to one dimension
In this subsection we prove a proposition which can be regarded as the three-dimensional analogue of Proposition 4.1.
Then for every ε > 0 we have
Here h(v) is the operator defined at the beginning of Subsection 5.1, and κ ± k , k ∈ Z + , stand for the respective eigenvalues of the compact operators
Proof. Set Q 0 := Id − P 0 and denote by Z 1 (V ) (respectively, by
Since V ≥ 0, the minimax principle yields
It is easy to check that σ ess (Z 2 ((1 + ε −1 )V )) = [E 1 , ∞) for each ε > 0. Therefore,
Obviously, Z 1 (V − ) is unitarily equivalent to the orthogonal sum k∈Z + ⊕ h(κ
Thus the combination of (5.7)-(5.10) yields (5.6).
Proof of Theorem 2.3
By the hypotheses of Theorem 2.3 we may pick δ ∈ (0, µ) and choose r δ > 0 such that the assumptions of Proposition 5.1 are satisfied with U ± (X ⊥ ) = G 
14)
The last inequality in (5.14) results from splitting the series into two parts and using (5.1) to verify that the sum over k ∈ {0, 1, . . . , K ε − 1} remains bounded as E ↓ 0. Utilizing (5.2), choose Consequently,
(1 + ε) 20) valid as E ↓ 0. Using Proposition 3.1 and proceeding as in the proof of Theorem 2.1, we find that (5.19) and (5.20) imply (2.10).
Proof of Theorem 2.4
Finally, in this subsection we give a sketch of the proof of Theorem 2.4 which is quite similar and only easier than the proof of Theorem 2.3. First of all, note that the assumptions of Proposition 5.1 are satisfied with U ± (X ⊥ ) = χ r ± ,X ± ⊥ (X ⊥ ), so that κ ± k = ν 0,k (r ± ) thanks to the unitary equivalence of the operators P 0 χ r ± ,X ± ⊥ P 0 and P 0 χ r ± P 0 established in Subsection 4.3. Proposition 5.1 and Lemma 5.1 then imply the asymptotic estimates
≤ N E 0 − E; H(−V )
which hold for E ↓ 0, and are analogous to (5.19) and (5.20) . Applying (3.30) and (3.14) with β = ∞, we conclude that (5.21) implies (2.11).
